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proposed. These techniques smooth out motion jerkiness,
but are not able to reproduce the mouth movements. A
typical speaker can pronounce more than ten sounds per
second, so the positions of lips, jaw, teeth, and tongue
change at very high rates. Therefore, at a frame rate as low
as 1-2 frames per second, much information about mouth
movements is lost. In this paper, we propose to extract
information from the speech signal to render mouth
movements to reproduce lip synchronization. We call this
speech-assisted interpolation. Such a post-processing
approach has an advantage that it is compatible with
existing coding standards and it requires no side
information from the encoder to the decoder. Therefore,
we can combine speech-assisted interpolation with
standard video coding techniques to improve both the
image quality and lip synchronization. We call this
speech-assisted video coding.

Abstract
We utilize speech information to improve the quality of
audio/visual communications, such as videotelephony,
videoconferencing, and multimedia. In particular,
marriage of speech processing and image processing can
solve problems related to lip synchronization. Two main
techniques proposed in this paper are: speech-assisted
interpolation and speech-assisted coding of talking head
video. Audiohideo sequences are presented to
demonstrate our techniques.

1: Introduction
The processing and coding of talking head video can be
facilitated by taking into account the associated speech
information. Previous work includes speech-driven
talking heads [Lippman, 19811, [Welsh et al., 19901, and
integrated coding of speech and mouth images [Morishima
et al., 19891, [Shah and Marshall, 19941. In this paper,
we exploit audiohisual interaction to improve lip
synchronization (the synchronization between the lip
movements and the acoustic speech) in talking head video.
Two main techniques we propose are speech-assisted
interpolation and speech-assisted video coding for lowbitrate applications.
In videotelephony, teleconferencing, and multimedia
applications, due to limited bandwidth or storage space,
the video coder can not encode all incoming frames.
Instead, it drops some frames by subsampling the video at
a fraction of the normal rate, and encodes only the low
frame rate signal (which can be as low as 1-2 frames per
sccond for some applications). This is called frame
skipping. This results in jerky motion and loss of lip
synchronization in talking head video. Therefore,
interpolation at the decoder is required to increase the
frame rate. Techniques such as linear interpolation and
motion-adaptive interpolation [Netravali and Robbins,
ISXI], [Bergman, 19811, [Furukawa et al., 19841 were

2: Speech-Assisted Interpolation
Fig. 1 shows an implementation of speech-assisted
interpolation:
Input Video
(Low Frame Rate)

Analysis

Input Audio

Output Audio'

Fig. 1 . Speech-assisted interpolation
The audio signal is analyzed by a speech recognizer to
produce a sequence of phonemes. Continuous-speech
recognition is not necessary. Instead, phoneme- or
homophenel- level recognition is sufficient. (For non
real-time applications, we can still choose to use wordlevel or continuous-speech recognition to improve the
accuracy.). Image analysis [Graf et al., 19941 (see Section
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I Homophenes are a set of phonemes that are pronounced by
the same mouth shape. In other words, a set of homophenes
are visually similar.
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extracting mouth shape parameters from existing input
frames and their corresponding phonemes.
3 . In our current implementation, it is assumed that the
transcription is available at the phone level. As such,
the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based force
alignment technique [Rabiner and Juang, 19931 is
employed here for automatic speech segmentation.
Each phone is associated with a three state, single
Gaussian mixture HMM, and the whole utterance is
modeled as a concatenation of the phone FIMMs. The
Viterbi algorithm is then applied iteratively to estimate
the parameters for each HMM based on the 13-order
LPC cepstrum coefficients computed at e\ ery 10 msec
from the speech signal. The maximum likelihood
HMM boundaries can be estimated in the process, and
these boundaries are used as a reference of phonetic
segments. When large amount of data recorded ftom
your audio channel is available, we can actually train a
speech recognizer to segment speech without knowing
the transcription. The work is in progress. On the
other hand, for applications where processing delay is
an issue, we shouid choose a simple recognizer, such
as an LPC or filter-bank analyzer followed by a
classifier. Also note that the speech recognizer gives
100 phonemes per second, which is often higher the
video frame rate. When more than one phonemes
correspond to one video frame, we pick the one which
is more perceptually important. For example,
explosive sounds are more visually important for lip
synchronization.
4. Our approach is different from the model-based coding
in that, we do not match the whole face with a
complicated wire-frame model, which is a very difficult
task. Instead, we model only the lips, and the model
is fitted to the image simply by locating the six lip
points.

3 for details) is applied to the input video frames to locate
the mouth, i.e., the coordinates of the six white vertices in
Of
a mouth model as shown in Fig. 2. These are
the lips plus the outer and inner lip edges in the center of
the mouth. The eight black vertices are obtained by curve
fitting the white ones.

Fig. 2. The lip model
Note the interaction between image analysis and speech
analysis. The results of image analysis are used to
improve the accuracy of speech recognition, as done in lipreading [Brooke and Summerfield, 19831. On the other
hand, spcech information is used to improve image
analysis also. For example, the rules we use to locate the
six lip points depend on the phoneme corresponding to
the current input frame.
The mouth shape generator is a look-up table that takes
the phoneme sequence from the speech recognizer and
generates corresponding mouth positions (i.e., the six lip
points) that are missing in the low frame rate video due to
frame skipping. In our system, a table of 12 mouth
shapes performs well to cover alt the mouth movements.
Controlled by the output of mouth shape generator, image
deformation technique [Wolberg, 19901 is applied to input
frames to modify the mouth shape to produce new frames
that are to be inserted. Hence, lip synchronization is
reproduced.

3: Image Analysis: Locating Feature
Positions in Face
We search the whole image for the presence of a face by
looking for the eyes and the mouth. Then the area around
the mouth is analyzed more carefully, to measure the exact
positions of the lips. For determining wherc a mouth is
located, it is necessary to know also the positions of other
features of the face, such as the eyes. Without this
information it is very difficult to find reliably the mouth
in a complex image. Just the mouth by itsclf is easily
missed or other elements in the image can be mistaken for
a mouth.

Remarks:
1 . To avoid abrupt mouth movement between phonemes,
adaptive temporal smoothing is applied to these
coordinates produced by the mouth shape table. The
smoothing operation is adaptive so as to maintain
mouth closures, e.g., explosive sounds like /pi, ibl,
/mi, etc., because precise mouth closures are
perceptually important for lip synchronization.
2. In the current system, we use a speaker-independent
table in the position generator. To improve the
performance further, we can produce speaker-dependent
tables as follows. Let the sYste*n start with a default
sPeaker-indePendent table at the
When the
speaker talks, the system keeps improving the

3.1: Finding face in image
Before the search for feature positions starts, the image
is filtered, to reduce noise and to diminish the influence of
variations in illumination. A bandpass filter eliminates
the low spatial frequencies as well as the very high ones.
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An example of an image processed in this way is shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Candidates for eyes and mouth.
In Fig. 4, there are a total of twelve eye-mouth
combinations that have to be analyzed further. Each of
these combinations is scored with a classifier that
compares size-ratios with those of models and takes
orientation and position into account. Constraints can be
entered to limit the areas where candidates are being
considercd. In this way, information from previous
frames can be taken into account. In Fig. 5 the eye-mouth
combination with the highest score is drawn.

Fig. 3. The bandpass filtered image.
Then a morphological operation [Serra, 19821, [Pitas
and Venetsanopoulos, 19901 is used to pick out areas of
interest. As structuring element we use a rectangle or an
ellipse with a horizontal axis that is three to four times as
large as the vertical one. Typically, in a face, the areas
around the eyes and the mouth show strong variations in
intensity, while areas of the cheeks, the forehead and the
chin are more even. Therefore, areas with strong spatial
frequencies in a certain frequency range are indicative for
the presence of eyes or a mouth. This assumption is very
general because we do not require a specific variation of
the intensity. Just the fact that the intensity varies in the
area of an eye or a mouth is exploited.2 This search
strategy works well, regardless whether the eyes or mouth
are closed or open.
All the areas marked as candidates for an eye or a
mouth are analyzed, to determine their sizes and shapes,
applying connected component analysis. Potential eyepairs are then identified by searching through the list of
eye candidates. Each pair is scored, based on position,
size, and orientation. This selection of eye pairs is further
refined by combining eye pairs with candidates for mouth
areas. Fig. 4 shows an image where all the eye and mouth
locations found by the algorithm arc marked. The circles
mark where eyes might be present, and the lines mark
possible mouth positions.

Fig. 5 . The eye-mouth locations with the highest score.

3.2: Finding outline of lips
After the approximate position of the mouth has been
found, a finer analysis is done, to determine precisely the
outlines of the lips. A morphological operation provides
an estimate of thc inner area of the mouth. This
information is used as a starting point for a search for the
lip edges. Analyzing several vertical cross sections
through the lips provides an idea what types of intensity
variations are present across the lips. The measured values
are compared with a list of reference patterns, to guide the
strategy for finding the edges.
Sometimes a vertical cross section through the mouth
provides a good measure for the outer edges of the lips.
Sometimes thresholding the image leads to a better result.
Which strategy is preferable depends on the illumination
and the contrast between the lips and the surrounding

Color information, which helps to differentiate the lips and
the facc, can also be used.
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skin. Fig. 6 shows the result of the algorithm for finding
the lip outline.

With speech-assisted interpolation at the decoder, such a
constraint can be alleviated, so the encoder is allowed to
drop morc frames, and encode the remaining frames with
better quality. Hence, we improve both the image quality
and lip synchronization. We test this technique with a
px64-based codec and produce two coded sequences at 64
kbit/s, one coded with the standard frame skipping, arid
the other coded with doubled frame skipping with speechassisted interpolation at the decoder end. Thc latter shows
better image quality and lip synchronization.

6: Extensions and Applications
Speech-assisted video processing can be chxploited in a
number of other ways:
1.

Fig. 6. The six lip points found by the algorithm.
R c n i u k In our current systcin, image analysis is done
independently i n each frame Using temporal correlation
(so-called tracking) will improve the temporal consistency
of the feature points

Speech-assisted motion-adaptive interpolation. We
can L otnbine our technique with motion-adaptive
interpolation. That is, we use speech iiaforinatron to
improved the lip synchronization and use motionadaptive interpolation to smooth the head motion,
etc.

2. Speech-assisted motion compensation For motioncoinpensated interframe coding techniques, e g ,
[Netr'ivali and Robbins, 19791, the prediction error is
typically vcry large around thc mouth area (and
blinking eyes, too), because the mouth is the inost
aLtivc area in a taking head video sequence With
specch infomation, we can obtain better prcdiction of
the moii~hand reduce the prediction error

4. Example Results
We apply speech-assisted iiiterpolation to a talkinghead sequence in which the speaker is saying "...deino..."
Thc result is shown below. The fraine on thc lcft
(corresponding to the sound /e/) and the frame on the right
(corresponding to the sound /o/) are existing frames in the
low frame rate sequence. The middle one (corresponding
to the sound /ml) is obtained by interpolation. Note that
a closed mouth shape is rcndcred for the sound iml,which
would not be possible without speech information.

3 . Talking agents. Thc s a n e lip model we usc for
interpolation can be used to generate human-like
talkin< agents for human-machine interfai e, computeraided instruction, video games, and animation. For
example, we can take a still picture of a real perron,
f i t the hp model on the mouth, and dcfoi in the mouth
to produce lip-synchronized talking head Moreover,
i f w c &:reatea table for gestures used in sign language,
and a model for arms and hands, we t a n generate
video of sign language
4.

let

Fig. 7. Result of spccch-assisted interpolation

5 : Speech-Assisted Video Coding
We combine speech-assisted interpolation with existing
video coding algorithms (e g , px64 [Liou, 19911) to
improve the iinage quality These coders typically drop a
number of frames witho~itcoding them (fraine \kipping)
to satisfy the bit rate constraint, at the expense of loss of
lip \ynLhroni,cation To m i i i i i n i L e motion jerkincu and
maintain lip synchronization. they normally put a
con$traint on the number of frames that can be dropped

Dubbing for foreign films and language
tranclation One main issue i i i dubbed toreign filins
is the loss of lip synchronimtion To rolve this
problcin, we can analyze the speech of thc dubbcr. and
then inodify the dubbee's mouth accordingly J he
same tcchniquc can also be used i i i langu,ige
transl'ttion in audio/visual media, in which the mouth
iinage can be made \ynchronous with the translated
speech

5 . Perception-based frame-skipping. A traditional
video coder skips frames based on the raie controllcr
For lip synchronization consideration, frame-skipping
should be controlled also by the perceptual
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importance of mouth shapes and the ease of speechassisted interpolation at the decoder end.
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